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1. Abstract
An efficient, thus popular approach for approximating the response of a computationally expensive model is
through response surface methodology. Nevertheless, decreasing the surrogate construction cost and improving
the handling of high dimensional output remain active topics of research. This paper describes a new approach for
addressing both these challenges simultaneously for those types of codes involving the resolution of large systems
of equations, such as typically finite element codes. The proposed method is based on the interaction between
response surface methodology and reduced order modeling by projection, also known as reduced basis modeling.
The novel idea is to carry out the full resolution of the system of equations only at a small, appropriately chosen,
number of points. At all the remaining points, only an inexpensive reduced basis solution is calculated. A specific
error criterion allows to control the quality of the approximation by determining whether additional full system
resolutions are necessary or whether the reduced basis solutions are sufficient. An application example is provided
involving the construction of a surrogate for the temperature field in a rocket engine combustion chamber wall.
The proposed sequential surrogate construction strategy allowed a reduction by about an order of magnitude in the
total system resolution time compared to the traditional response surface construction.
2. Keywords: response surface methodology, surrogate modeling, reduced basis modeling, proper orthogonal
decomposition (POD), key points
3. Introduction
Computational codes allowed over the years to model increasingly complex phenomena. However, they often
involve significant computational cost, which hinders their use in some applications requiring frequent calls to the
simulation (e.g. optimization, statistical sampling). One way of reducing the computational cost is by using
response surface methodology, also known as surrogate modeling, which aims at constructing an approximation of
the simulation response based on a limited number of runs of the expensive simulation [1]-[6]. Multiple surrogate
types can be used for fitting the samples, such as polynomial response surface approximations [7], kriging [8]-[10],
neural networks [11]-[13] or support vector machines [14]-[16].
Some frequently encountered attributes of today’s numerical simulations that render response surface construction
more difficult are their high computational cost, the presence of a large number of input variables and the fact that
the output of interest may not be a scalar but a high dimensional vector (e.g. the entire displacement field on a
structure). The large number of variables is problematic due to the curse of dimensionality, in that the number of
simulations required to construct the response surface grows exponentially. This problem is exacerbated when the
computational cost of each simulation is high. The dimensionality of the output is problematic because it renders
surrogate modeling of the full output difficult in the absence of additional assumptions.
These aspects thus pose the following challenges in terms of response surface construction [17]:
i. how to construct the surrogate model as efficiently as possible (i.e. with the least computational expenses)
ii. how to construct a surrogate model when the output quantity is not a scalar but a high-dimensional vector
(e.g. a pressure field map on an aircraft wing)
To address the first item multiple approaches have been proposed that are based on reducing the number of
variables in the input space, which has the effect of decreasing the number of simulations required for the response
surface construction. Among such approaches we could mention one-at-a-time (OAT) variable screening [18],
global sensitivity analysis [19] or non-dimensional variable grouping [20]. The main purpose of these approaches
is to remove variables that have negligible impact and regroup as efficiently as possible those that have. For
additional details on these and other dimensionality reduction approaches for the input variables we refer the
reader to the review in [17].
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The second item (ii.), relative to the dimensionality of the output, can also be addressed by dimensionality
reduction approaches, of course in the output space this time. For vector-based response, surrogate modeling
techniques that take into account correlation between components are available [21] and can in some cases be more
accurate than constructing response surfaces for each component independently. For a relatively small dimension
of the output vector, methods such as co-kriging [22] or vector splines [23] are available. However, these are not
practical for approximating the high dimensional pressure field around the wing of an aircraft or approximating
heterogeneous displacements fields on a complex specimen since these fields are usually described by a vector
with thousands to hundreds of thousand components. Fitting a surrogate for each component is even more time and
resource intensive and might not take advantage of the correlation between neighboring points.
Reduced order modeling approaches by projection of the response on a reduced basis have proved to be efficient
methods for achieving drastic dimensionality reduction in the output space. For example principal components
analysis (PCA), also known as proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) or Karhunen-Loeve expansion, allows to
determine a reduced-dimensional basis of the output space given a set of output simulation samples. Any output
can then be projected on this basis and expressed by its basis coefficients. The challenge of obtaining a surrogate of
high dimensional vector-type output quantities can then be solved by constructing response surfaces for the basis
coefficients in terms of the design variables of interest. Such an approach has been successfully applied to the
multidisciplinary design optimization of aircraft wings [24]-[26], to reliability based design optimization of
automotive vehicles [27], to random fields uncertainty representation and propagation [28],[29].
The aim of this article is to present a new methodology that can address both points (i. and ii.) more efficiently than
existing approaches for problems involving partial differential equations (typically problems solved by the finite
elements method). Our method is based on the coupling of the reduced basis modeling approach with the
construction phase of a response surface in order to achieve more efficient surrogate construction of complex
multidimensional output. To do so, the idea is to (1) solve the full problem, but on a small number of points of the
design of experiments, (2) to use these solutions to construct a reduced basis, and (3) to use this reduced basis to
build approximate solutions for the other points of the design of experiments, while controlling the quality of the
approximations.
The article is organized as follows. We provide in section 4 an overview of reduced order modeling by projection,
i.e. reduced basis modeling, and of its coupling with surrogate modeling as proposed by our method. In section 5
we give an application example of the proposed methodology to a thermal design problem. Finally, we provide
concluding remarks in section 6.
4. The key points response surface approach
4.1 Reduced basis modeling
Many numerical simulations in the engineering domain involve solving a partial differential equations problem.
After space (and time) discretization, the problem often involves a (set of) large linear system(s) of equations.

K (u; µ ) = F
with

(1)

u ∈  n the unknown state variables and µ ∈  p a set of p parameters of interest (material parameters,

time...) so that K :  ×  →  , n being the number of state variables. Let us assume that K is such that given
any value of the set of parameters μ a unique solution u=u(μ) exists.
Model order reduction is a family of approaches that aims at significantly decreasing the computational burden
associated with the inversion of system (1). A particular class of model reduction techniques, denoted as reduced
basis approaches (or reduced order modeling by projection), aims at reducing the number of state variables of the
model by projection on a certain basis. Accordingly, an approximation of the solution is sought in a subspace Ѵ of
dimension m (with usually m<<n), while enforcing the residual to be orthogonal to the same sub-space Ѵ.
Typically, Ѵ is defined by a so called reduced-basis Φ={Φ1,…,Φm}.
The initial problem of Eq. 1 is rewritten, as defined by Galerkin conditions, projected onto the reduced basis:
n

p

n

Φ T K (Φ α , µ ) =
ΦT F

(2)

where α are the reduced state variables, that is the coefficients of vector u expressed in the reduced basis Φ.
If K is linear with respect to its first variable u, the problem of Eq. 1 can be written as:

K ( µ )u = F

2

(3)

For example in structural mechanics K ( µ ) is the stiffness matrix, which usually depends on some parameters of
interest μ (e.g. material properties), u is the displacement vector and F the vector of the forces.
Similarly then, the projected problem of Eq. 2 can be written as:

Φ T K ( µ )Φ α = Φ T F

(4)

At this point it is important to realize that Eq. 4 is equivalent to a reduced order model of the initial problem of Eq.
3. Indeed, solving the problem of Eq. 4 typically involves the inversion of a large system of equations of size n, the
size of the stiffness matrix K ( µ ) , which for large scale problems can easily reach hundreds of thousands. On the
other hand solving the reduced order model of Eq. 4 involves the inversion of a much smaller system of equations
of size m, the size of the projected stiffness matrix Φ K ( µ )Φ , which is equal to the dimensionality of the
reduced basis m (typically m<<n, since m does usually not exceed a few dozen). Solving this reduced order model
leads directly to α, the coefficients of the solution in the reduced basis.
The problem projected onto the reduced basis thus yields an approximate solution whose accuracy can be
quantified by measuring the following residual:
T

e =
2
rb

K ( µ )Φ α − F
F

2

2

(5)

Up to now, the subspace Ѵ on which the problem is projected, or more precisely one of its basis Φ, was not
specified and many different choices are possible for this projection.
The proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) can be a way to build a relevant reduced basis in the context of
reduced order modeling by projection [30]-[32]. Indeed, POD [33] (also known as Karhunen Loeve decomposition
[34],[35] or principal component analysis [36]) is an approach which consists in constructing a reduced basis from
a set of solution, called snapshots. Mathematically, the extraction of the reduced basis from the snapshots is done
by singular value decomposition. Generally, the snapshots are the results of full simulations on a set of points.
Note that classical POD-type approaches do not generally go all the way to solving or even formulating the
reduced order model of Eq. 4. Indeed POD is often used only as a dimensionality reduction approach. Solutions u
that were already calculated by solving the full size problem (Eq. 3) are projected on the POD-reduced basis and
expressed in terms of their basis coefficients α thus allowing to express initial solutions u with a drastically
reduced dimensionality. Note however that these basis coefficients α can also be obtained by solving the reduced
order model of Eq. 4, that is by solving the initial problem projected on the reduced basis. This option is not
typically used in POD because solving the reduced order model for solutions that are already in the reduced basis
(thus for which the full solution is already available) has no interest. However the reduced order model has an
interest for obtaining the basis coefficients α at a new point which is not part of the reduced basis. In this case, the
reduced order solution is only an approximation and the approximation error can be assessed by the metric
provided in Eq. 5. The reduced basis modeling approach thus has two major assets: dimensionality reduction by
the use of the basis coefficients and computational time reduction for approximating new solutions by the use of
the reduced basis model. This paper presents a framework which uses both these aspects in order to more
efficiently construct surrogate models.

4.2 Combining response surface methodology with reduced order modeling
The reduced basis modeling approach allows to significantly reduce the dimensionality of a response by
expressing it in terms of its basis coefficients α in the reduced basis Φ. To create an approximation of the high
dimensional response we will thus construct surrogate models of the basis coefficients α. Such an approach,
though not novel, addresses challenge ii. presented in the introduction, namely constructing surrogate models of
high dimensional responses.
However the issue of the construction cost, mentioned in challenge i. of the introduction, remains a hurdle. We
thus propose to further use the reduced basis modeling to also decrease the surrogate construction cost. This is
achieved by appropriately choosing some key points of the design of experiments at which the full problem is
solved. At all the other points only the reduced order problem (full problem projected on the reduced order basis)
needs to be solved. Figure 1 provides the flow-chart of the proposed procedure, that we call the key points response
surface approach.
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1. Design of experiments set D

2.1 Simulations using the full
numerical model at the points of set K

2.2 Simulations using the reduced
order model at the points of set D-K

3. Construction of response surface approximations
for the basis coefficients α (projections of the
simulations on the reduced order basis)

4. Overall surrogate model validation

Figure 1. Flow-chart of the key points response surface construction steps.
In the first step the set of points D representing the design of experiments is defined. This set of points will serve
both for the reduced dimensional basis extraction using the key points procedure as well as for the construction of
the response surface approximations. Since both the key points procedure and the surrogate modeling benefit from
a space-filling design, latin hypercube sampling will be used to construct the set D but other sampling methods are
possible.
In the second step, full or reduced order simulations are run at the points of the design of experiments. The set of
key points, defining the reduced dimensional basis Φ are denoted by K. The full numerical model is evaluated at
the points of set K. On the other hand, at the remaining points (set D-K) an approximation of the response is
calculated using the reduced order model (problem solved projected on the reduced dimensional basis Φ).
Typically the cardinality of K is one to several orders of magnitude smaller than that of D as will be illustrated in
the two application examples in sections 3 and 4. This is precisely where the interest of the proposed method lies:
if the full resolutions need to be carried out only at the points K and that the inexpensive reduced basis model can
be used at all the remaining points, this will lead to substantial computational savings for the construction of the
surrogate model. Note also that the reduced order approximation satisfies the error criteria erb (cf. Eq. 5) imposed
for the reduced basis modeling, which allows to control the quality of the approximation. Accordingly the value of
K is not chosen beforehand but it is determined automatically by the proposed construction procedure such as to
verify the error criterion.
At step 3 the full simulation results of the set K are projected onto the basis B to obtain their basis coefficients α.
For the reduced order simulations of the set D-K we already have the coefficients α. Response surface
approximations of the basis coefficients α are then constructed.
Finally the accuracy of the approximations is verified in step 4. Two error measures are already available. The first
is the criterion erb on the residuals that was imposed during the reduced order modeling (cf. Eq. 5). The second
consists in classical RSA error measures, such as root mean square errors or cross validation errors. An additional
cross validation error measure can be considered on the whole procedure itself. The leave-one-out cross validation
would consist in applying the key points procedure (steps 1-3 of Figure 1) not on the entire design of experiment
set D but on a subset by leaving one point out. The procedure’s prediction would then be compared to the
simulation response at the point that was left out. Note that in the approach we propose we only have the exact
finite element solution at the key points (at all the remaining points we only have the reduced basis solution).
However since the key points were determined to be the most relevant solutions for constructing the reduced basis
it seems appropriate to do the cross validation over these key points only. By doing all possible permutations of
leaving a key point out and taking the root mean square of the errors in the prediction we obtain an error measure
for the proposed surrogate modeling procedure.
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4.3 Construction of the approximation subspace: choosing the key points
At this point we need to choose how to construct the reduced basis. In our approach, similarly to proper orthogonal
decomposition (POD), the construction of the reduced basis requires full simulations, but only for a small set of
samples, called key points. The choice of these key points is of importance because it has a strong effect on the
accuracy of the response surface. Indeed, if the number of key points is too small or poorly chosen, the solutions
computed by the reduced model will be inaccurate. Conversely, if the number of key points is too large, the basis
would be large which reduces the numerical efficiency. In this paper, we investigate two ways to automatically
choose a set of key points, as small as possible, but preserving an imposed accuracy of the reduced order model
approximation.
The first approach consists in sequentially browsing the points μi of the DoE. For the first point μ1 of the DoE, the
full simulation always needs to be carried out and its result u1 becomes the first vector of the reduced basis. Then at
the point μi it is assumed that one has already a reduced basis of size mi. The problem for parameter μi is then
solved by projection on this reduced basis. This corresponds to the inversion of a small system of size mi whose
computational cost is low (often negligible) compared to that of the full simulation. The accuracy of the
approximate solution thus constructed is evaluated with a measure of the residual error erb. If this indicator is
below a certain threshold εrb, then we move on to the next parameter μi+1. Otherwise, the complete problem is
solved for this point and the associated solution is orthogonalized as shown in Eq. 6, normalized and added to the
basis.
k −1

Φ k = uk − ∑ uk , Φ i Φ i

(6)

i =1

Where

•, • denotes the L2 scalar product.

The algorithm for this approach is presented below (Algorithm 1).

This approach, called sequential approach in the sequel, has the advantage of considering points only once, so it
has a certain advantage in terms of computation time. However, the choice of reference points (i.e. the key points)
is highly dependent on the way the DoE is being browsed. The size of the subspace basis will therefore certainly
not be minimal.
A second approach of selecting the key points, inspired from [39], consist in building these reference points
iteratively at the points where the error is maximum. At iteration k, the basis Ѵk={Φ1,…,Φk-1} constructed from
the full simulation of the problems with the reference sets of parameters

{µ

ref
1

,..., µkref−1} are supposed to be

known. Then an approximation of the solution of all the points of the DoE is computed with the reduced model
projected onto the orthonormal basis Ѵk. The point where the error erb is the highest is chosen to be the next key
point as shown in Eq. 7.

µkref = arg max(eRB ( µ ))

(7)

µ∈DoE

A simulation of the problem with the set of parameter
corresponding solution

ref
k

u

µkref

is then performed using the full model. The

is orthonormalized and added to the reduced basis. Then one proceeds to the next

iteration. The algorithm presented below (Algorithm 2) stops when the error is less than the threshold εrb
everywhere. Unlike the previous approach, the entire DoE is covered at each iteration, but this method, that we call
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maximum residual approach in the sequel, is supposed to reduce the cardinal of the reduced basis.

5. Application example: surrogate of a thermal field
In order to illustrate the applicability and efficiency of the proposed methodology an application to the
construction of a thermal field surrogate is considered in this section using kriging. Note that only the surrogate
construction is sought in this section independently of any identification or other application problem that might
involve the thermal field. Indeed the proposed surrogate methodology is independent of the surrogate use that
might follow.
The application considered here is the heat transfer through the combustion chamber wall of a rocket engine
[44],[45]. A schematic of a typical regeneratively cooled liquid hydrogen (LH2) liquid oxygen (LOX) rocket
engine is illustrated in Figure 2. The regenerative cooling takes place when the liquid hydrogen (LH2) at a
temperature of 40K flows through cooling channels in the combustion chamber wall before entering the injectors
as shown in Figure 2. Determining the temperature field in the combustion chamber wall is important in order to
account for the high thermally induced stresses that arise and which can lead to broken cooling channel walls (cf.
Figure 2).

Figure 2: Schematic of a regeneratively cooled rocket engine combustion chamber. The drawings are not to scale.
Due to manufacturing constraints the combustion chamber wall is made of two different sections: an internal side
usually made of a copper alloy in which the cooling channels are machined and an external jacket usually made of
a Ni alloy (cf. Figure 2). Convective heat exchange can take place between the combustion chamber gases and the
inner side of the combustion chamber wall, between the liquid hydrogen and the cooling channel side of the wall
and between the outer environmental temperature and the external side of the combustion chamber wall. The
corresponding heat transfer problem is thus parameterized by the following parameters: the conductivity of the
inner side of the wall (kCu), the conductivity of the jacket (kNi), the temperature of the gases on the inner side of the
combustion chamber (Thot), the temperature on the outer side of the combustion chamber (Tout), the temperature of
the cooling fluid (Tcool), the film convection coefficient on the inner side of the combustion chamber (hhot), the film
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convection coefficient on the outer side of the combustion chamber (hout) and the film convection coefficient on the
cooling channel side (hcool).
We seek in this application example a surrogate of the temperature field in the combustion chamber wall as a
function of the previous eight parameters during the stationary regime of the rocket engine.
For the design of experiments a finite element model of the combustion chamber wall is used. By symmetry
considerations only the discretized segment illustrated in Figure 2 (right side) is modeled. An in-house finite
element solver coded in Matlab is used, but the use of any commercial software is possible given that the “stiffness
matrix” can be accessed. The problem’s boundary conditions and finite element mesh is illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Schematic of a regeneratively cooled rocket engine combustion chamber. The drawings are not to scale.
The bounds of the design of experiments are provided in Table 1 and a total of 660 points were sampled by latin
hypercube.
Table 1. Bounds for the design of experiments of the thermal problem.
Parameter
kCu
kNi
Thot Tout
Tcool
hhot
(W/(mK)) (W/(mK)) (K)
(K)
(K)
(kW/(m2K))
Lower bound
50
200
700 260
30
20
Upper bound
130
400
950 310
70
40

hout
(kW/(m2K))
6
20

hcool
(kW/(m2K))
100
350

The key points approach is applied with an error criterion erb=10-3. The sequential approach leads to a total of 15
basis vectors. The convergence of the residuals error with the experiment number is illustrated in Figure 4 together
with the error criterion threshold (red dotted line).

Figure 4: Plot of the temperature surrogate approximation error (log scale) for the sequential approach as a
function of the DoE experiment number. The error criterion threshold is represented by the red dotted line.
The vast majority of the 660 points of the DoE are evaluated using the computationally inexpensive reduced basis
model, only 15 full system resolutions being required. An overview and graphical representation of the first three
temperature modes (basis vectors) is presented in Appendix 1.
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The maximum residuals error approach also requires 14 iterations (and thus 15 basis vectors) to reach the 10-3 error
criterion as shown in Figure 5. The figure plots the approximation error indicator based on the residual norm erb as
a function of the iteration number. For iteration i, the approximation errors of the whole set of experiments are
plotted as + symbols. The new key point (red circle) at each iteration is the one which corresponds to this
maximum residual error. At the end of the procedure all residuals are below the threshold considered.
Given that the same number of basis vectors were obtained by the sequential and the maximum residuals error
approach we chose to consider in the rest of this section only the sequential approach basis vectors due to the lower
computational effort for obtaining them.

Figure 5: Plot of the temperature surrogate approximation error (log scale) as a function of the iteration number in
the maximum residuals approach.
The reduced basis being constructed the next step consists in fitting a surrogate model to the basis coefficients. A
kriging model was adjusted for each temperature basis coefficient using Surrogates Toolbox [42] (which itself
utilizes a modified version of the DACE toolbox).
To validate the entire key points surrogate model cross validation is used again as described in section 2.2. The
root mean square of the cross validation error over the 15 key points was found to be 0.105%. The individual errors
at each of the cross validation points was quantified by the norm of the error in the temperature field divided by the
norm of the temperature field, which thus led to relative errors.
Finally we provide an overview of the computational savings achievable with the proposed method for this thermal
application problem. Table 2 gives the relative computational times needed for the resolution of the set of systems
for the various methods discussed earlier. Note that the computational time was normalized such that the cost of
the brute force approach is equal to 1.
Table 2. Relative computational cost associated to the resolution of the thermal DoE with the different techniques
discussed in the paper.
Computational
Nb full systems
Nb
projected Size
of
the
time
systems
reduced-basis
Brute force

1

660

0

-

Max Res

0.27

15

7533

15

Sequential

0.1

15

659

15

For the brute force method (used as a reference), which consists in computing a full resolution for each experiment
of the DoE, the resolution time is equal to one, while the maximum residual method leads to a speed-up of 3.7 and
the sequential approach to a speed-up of 10, which is again a significant efficiency improvement. Note that for this
problem there is no advantage in using the maximum residual error method since it finds the same reduced basis
size as the sequential method.
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6. Conclusions
The present article addressed the problem of constructing efficient surrogate models of high dimensional output.
We proposed an approach based on the combination of reduced basis modeling and response surface methodology.
The reduced basis modeling aims at solving the numerical problem projected on a reduced-dimensional basis,
constructed sequentially based on a design of experiments. While such a reduced order modeling approach can be
used as a metamodel by itself, even quicker response evaluations can be achieved by coupling the approach with
response surface methodology. The proposed approach seeks to construct surrogate models of the basis
coefficients that require a reduced number of expensive function evaluations made possible by the key points
approach: the full scale (expensive) problem is only solved at a small number of key DoE points, while the reduced
order model is used at all the others. Note that this approach is more code-intrusive than classical response surface
construction, since the “stiffness” matrix needs to be available. It has however the potential of significant
computational cost savings.
An application example was presented where a surrogate of a thermal field was sought. The proposed method
allowed here to reduce the computational cost of the construction phase of the surrogate by an order of magnitude.
It is to be noted that we applied here our approach to a problem where the entire high dimensional response was
sought (the full temperature field), but note that the presented procedure may also be efficient for scalar responses
that are extracted out of a higher dimensional output (e.g. maximum stress extracted out of the full stress map in the
structure, or maximum temperature). In such a case our approach would allow to track the maximum even if it
changes location on the structure. Compared to classical response surface approximation construction that require
full scale problem solving at each design of experiment point our approach still has the potential to greatly reduce
the number of required full scale problems solved.
Finally it is important to note that the larger the problem (in terms of number of nodes) the higher the potential of
the proposed method in terms of surrogate construction speed-up.
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Appendix 1: Temperature modal basis
The basis vectors of the thermal reduced basis can be represented graphically and have following physical
interpretation: the basis vectors can be seen as temperature modes characterizing the effect of the variations in the
eight problem parameters considered (conductivities, film convection coefficients and wall temperatures). We
illustrate the first three modes in Figure 6.
By construction the first mode is the dominant mode, meaning that alone it will explain most of the variations of
the temperature fields when the eight parameters of the problem are varied. Of course the subsequent modes are
required to catch finer details in the variations of the temperature field and thus meat the 10-3 error criterion.

Mode 3
Mode 2
Mode 1
Figure 6: First three temperature modes obtained using the key points basis construction procedure.
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